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Burglar for Peace is the incredible story of the Catholic Left—also known as
the Ultra Resistance—from the late 1960s to the early ‘70s. Led by the Catholic
priests Phil and Dan Berrigan, the Catholic Left quickly became one of the most
important sectors of the Vietnam War–era peace movement after a nonviolent
raid on a draft board in Catonsville, MD, in May 1968.
With an overview of the broader draft resistance movement, Burglar for Peace
is an exploration of the sweeping landscape of the American Left during the
Vietnam War era as we accompany Ted Glick on a journey through his personal
evolution from typical, white, middle-class, American teenager to an antiwar,
nonviolent draft resister. Glick vividly recounts the development of the Catholic
Left as it organized scores of nonviolently disruptive, effective actions inside
draft boards, FBI offices, war corporation offices, and other sites. Burglar for
Peace is the first in-depth, inside look at one of the major political trials of
Catholic Left activists, in Rochester, NY, in 1970, as well as a second one in 1972
in Harrisburg, PA. With great humility, Glick recalls how his selfless devotion to
ending the war in Vietnam resulted in his eleven months of imprisonment, which
included a thirty-four-day hunger strike, and he tells the remarkable story of a
Catholic Left-organized, forty-day hunger strike against the war. Concluding the
story is a reflective account of Glick’s open resignation from the Catholic Left
in 1974, his eighteen-year estrangement from Phil and Dan Berrigan, and the
eventual healing of that relationship. The final chapter relates timeless lessons
learned by the author that will find deep resonance among activists today.
Burglar for Peace will serve as both an inspiration and an invaluable resource
for those committed to transformational, revolutionary change.
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ACCOLADES
“Ted Glick’s Burglar for Peace tells a story that very few people have heard,
and they should. The activities of the Catholic Left during the Vietnam War
played an important role in bringing that war to an end. Glick’s inside history of
that sector of the anti-war movement is history that needs to be learned widely.
This is especially true today when we are facing Trump and a Republican Party
that harkens back to the worst days of the Nixon Administration, taken on, very
much to their credit, by the Catholic Left.”

—Ed Asner
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